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also, we plan on creating free or discounted starter bundles that we will sell in the app store to help
people get started on this whole new world of font creation. (it’s very easy to create a new font and

share it with the world. but what happens is that most of the fonts that we create are ones that we use
on a daily basis. we are very used to how these fonts are created and function. and so when someone
comes along and starts asking us how to create a font like that, it gets a little bit tougher to make. . all

your gains are stored in the cloud, you can log in at any time to access your statistics, progress,
achievements, and so on. you can also share your progress and achievements with other people, in

private or public. you can now play in the classic mode for free. we also have a few basic optimizations to
make it less busy if you want to play in a more focused way. the chat room is now compatible with xbox
one. if you have purchased the full version, you can now play the full version without ads, and you will
have access to the latest and greatest version of stronghold crusader. in addition, you can change your

difficulty to max, and even play the hardcore mode. unfortunately, the admob network adverts have
been disabled for the free version. however, you can still play with the contact only ads or we plan on re-
adding the adverts in a later patch. currently, we feel that it is not very suited to this version. fixed a bug

with the discounts not being posted in chat. the refund option is now back. fixed a bug with the
scoreboard sometimes not updating when you had played the game. 1.2.1.1 * new features: * new

bundles have been added to sell. * new hero has been added, his stats and bonuses:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=104847401 * what's new in v1.
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